SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
---------------------------------------------X
DAVID R. CAPLAN,
Plaintiff,

DECISION
ORDER

AND

-againstIndex No. 8694/07
LAWRENCE E. TOFEL and TOFEL
& PARTNERS, LLP,
Defendants.
---------------------------------------------x
PAGONES,

J.D., A.J.S.C.

Defendants
to dismiss

Lawrence

the complaint

for failure

E.

Tofel and Tofel & Partners,

pursuant

to CPLR Rule 3211(a) (1) and

to state a cause of action and because

founded on documentary

evidence.1

individual

LLP move

In addition,

defendant

a defense

defendants

dismissal

against

Lawrence

complaint

fails to allege any claim against him personally

E.

that he has not been served with process.

defendants

seek sanctions

Plaintiff
submits
Lawrence

opposes

against

seek

and on

Finally,

and his counsel.

as against defendant

a notice of discontinuance

law firm and

individual

defendant

E. Tofel.

This action
endeavor

the motion

is

Tofel as the

the ground

against plaintiff

(7)

is the latest in plaintiff's

to avoid paying

on-going

legal fees and expenses

IThe Court specifically declines defendants'
treat the motion as one for summary judgment.
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five year

to defendant

request

to

law

firm

(hereinafter

plaintiff
refused

against

Defendants

investment

brokers.

Plaintiff

refused

addition

to retaining

defendants

dispute,

plaintiff

damages

This Court granted

only a
in that

fees.

In

him in that fee

to assert a separate

suing for their fees.

alleging

In

that he sustained

from representing

him.

for fees and expenses.
defendants

summary

judgment

on their

and held a bench trial on the issue of the amount of

fees owed, which were awarded
$34,112.25,

defendants

withdrew

counterclaimed

counterclaim

to represent

the experts

sued defendants

when defendants

recovered

to pay the experts'

also retained

claim against

Defendants

who plaintiff

he sought against his brokers

action and thereafter

2003, plaintiff

to defend

for their work in an action against

of the damages

defamation

were retained

the claims of expert witnesses

to compensate

plaintiff's
fraction

defendant).

plus interest

amount of $40,169.72.
appeal with Travelers
stay enforcement

in the principal

and costs.

Plaintiff
Casualty

Judgment

amount of
was entered

filed a supersedeas

and Surety Company

of the judgment

while he appealed

in the

bond on

of America

to

on the ground

that he had not waived his right to a jury trial on the issue of
damages.

The matter was remanded

trial, damages
interest

were awarded

and costs.

after appeal,

and, after a jury

in the same principal

Judgment

was entered

$47,115.43.
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amount, plus

in the amount of

Shortly

thereafter,

plaintiff

had obtained

an Increase

Certificate

order to stay enforcement
defendants

appropriate

of the appeal,

bond.

any property

possession

responded

as security

that the restraining

as it was not in possession

sought a stay of judgment

pending

Plaintiff

of any

with plaintiff's

of plaintiff's

application

process

prospective

Certificate
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appeal.
defendants

notice on Travelers,
and tortiously

economic

claim is that Travelers

for an Increase

of an

action against

that, by serving a restraining

interfered

appeal which was

of plaintiff's

now brings yet another

abused the enforcement

pending

on the posting

a determination

defendants

gravamen

notice on

in an effort to recover

by this Court conditioned

undertaking

claiming

to enforcement

owned by plaintiff.

Plaintiff
granted

defendants

to "take

and restraining

Travelers

notice was "without effect"

was

Two days later, defendants

that might be in Travelers'

for the original

property

it."

subpoena

and on Travelers

or collateral

and therefore

In addition,

and that they intended

steps to enforce

served an information
plaintiff

However,

that there was no impediment

of the second judgment

bond in

that the earlier bond had expired

prosecution

advised

that he

to the supersedeas

of no force and effect on a new appeal.
specifically

defendants

of the second judgment.

informed plaintiff

upon his successful

notified

because

advantage.

The

denied his
defendants

served

a restraining
Travelers

was not in possession

plaintiff.
damages

notice when they knew or should have known that
of any property

As a result, plaintiff

in an unspecified

belonging

to

claims actual and punitive

amount, but estimated

to be in excess

of $1,000,000.00.
DISMISSAL
On a motion

to dismiss pursuant

to CPLR Rule 3211, the Court

must accept as true the facts as alleged

in the complaint

and

submissions

accord plaintiff

the

in opposition

to the motion,

benefit

of every possible

whether

the facts as alleged

theory

(see Tenuto v Lederle

Sanders

v Winship,

principles,

favorable

interference

[1982]).

for either abuse of process

Applying

issued processi

or justificationi

legal
[1997]
these

fails to state a

or tortious

economic

advantage,

and,

[1984]).

to an abuse of process

(3) use of the process
objective

Moreover,

for abuse of process,

actual or special damages

action:

(2) an intent to do harm without

to obtain a collateral

NY2d 113, 116

prospective

only

must be dismissed.

There are three elements

action

any cognizable

Labs, 90 NY2d 606, 609-610

57 NY2d 391, 394

with plaintiff's

and, therefore,

manner

fit within

and determine

this Court finds that the complaint

cause of action

regularly

inference

excuse

in a perverted

(see Curiano

v Suozzi,

63

in order to sustain a cause of

a plaintiff

"must allege and prove

in order to recover"
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(1)

(Ed. of Educ. of

Farmingdale

Union Free School Dist. v Farmingdale

Teachers Assn.,
Holzberg,

Inc., 38 NY2d 397, 405

47 AD2d

764

served a restraining

to a lawfully

entered

Dept.

Servo Assoc.

1999].)

judgment,

against plaintiff,

at the time;

(see Caribbean

Inc. v Zurich Ins. Co., 267 AD2d 81 [1st

Defendants

a judgment

notice on a third

judgment

which was not immune from enforcement
Constr.

[1975]; see also Bohm v

[2d Dept. 1975]).

Here, defendants
party relating

Classroom

had every right to seek to enforce

which plaintiff

has repeatedly

the

sought to

avoid paying.
Significantly,
defendants
entered

to a purpose

[and] an action
Holzberg,

"the process

was not

of that for which it was intended,

for abuse of process

plaintiff

conclusory

does not lie"

does plaintiff

that defendants

(Bohm v

did not possess

before

whether

any of his property.

a garnishee

wholly

to obtain a stay pursuant

Nor

that a judgment

is actually

serving a restraining

Plaintiff

for his

knew or should have

cite to any case which requires

ascertain

of property

does not offer any support

assertion

known that Travelers

subpoena.

outside

Thus,

of the judgment

47 AD2d at 764).

Moreover,

creditor

does not claim that he does not owe

some amount of money as a consequence

after the jury trial.

perverted

wholly

plaintiff

in possession

notice or information

ignores that it was his own failure

to CPLR §5519(a) (2) which permitted
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defendants

to issue the restraining

Even crediting
that defendants

plaintiff's

paper thin conclusory

sought to sabotage

Increase

Certificate

plaintiff

appealed

notice.

his efforts

to stay enforcement

for a second time,

motive"

is insufficient

Rather,

there must be a "perversion"

simply not present
a garnishee
542

restraining
Rather,

notice

because

of the process,

answered

notice on

129 AD2d

[1987]).

to the issuance

subpoena

the information

that the restraining

not in possession

which is

Mill Supply Corp. v Larkin,

and information

the original

while

"proof of an ulterior

by the mere service of a restraining

there was no challenge

Travelers

position

of the judgment

1987], lv denied 70 NY2d 611

Significantly,

to obtain an

to sustain a claim of abuse of process.

(see Aluminum

[2d Dept.

assertion

of the

on Travelers.
subpoena

notice was without

and took the

effect;

not

bond had expired but, rather, because

or custody of any property

belonging

it was

to

plaintiff.
Even assuming

that plaintiff

and three, the complaint
independent

ground

special damages
Miller

v Jamaica

Susskind

adequately

must be dismissed

that plaintiff

pleaded

elements

two

on the further,

has failed to allege actual or

(see Bd. of Educ., 38 NY2d at 405; see also
Sav. Bank, 50 AD2d 865

[2d Dept. 1975], citing

v Ipco Hosp. Supply Co., 49 AD2d

see also Bohm v Holzberg,

supra).
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915

[2d Dept.

1975];

"Special damages must be

alleged with sufficient

particularity

and be related

to the alleged tortious

causally

First Bank of Rochester

v Siegel,

1977]; see also D'Agrosa
Dept.

1990]

fully and accurately
Plaintiff
defendants'

alleges

requirements

(Lincoln

[4th Dept.

Inc., 158 AD2d 229, 238

[2d

fatal to claim];

Inc. v Empire

[4th Dept. 1976]

no specific

alleged misconduct.

trial but believed

acts"

losses

Intl. Travel,

[special damages

"must be

stated") .

that he has "suffered

damages

damages

Rather,

resulting

plaintiff

from

merely pleads

in an amount to be determined

at

to be in excess of the jurisdictional

of this Court" and that he is "entitled

actual and punitive
trial but believed

damages

to recover

in an amount to be determined

to be in excess of "1,000,000.00."

are insufficient

that he particularize
injured

v Newsday,

Air Ticketing Agency,

Inc., 51 AD2d 104, 108

actual

60 AD2d 270, 280

[failure to plead special damages

Continental

allegations

to identify

to meet the pleading

at

These

requirement

"in what amounts he was specifically

as a result of" defendants'

alleged

tortious

conduct

(Lincoln First Bank, 60 AD2d at 280) .
Indeed, against
Court that plaintiff
eventually

prove,

jurisdictional
enforcement

this historical

backdrop,

would be hard pressed

it appears

to allege,

to this

let alone

damages which would exceed the minimum

threshold.

attempt

Travelers

responded

that the restraining
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to defendants'

notice was "without

effect"

not because

because

it had no property

thereafter
appeal.

posted

Plaintiff

it had been improperly
belonging

an undertaking
obtained

served, but rather,

to plaintiff.

Plaintiff

in order to seek a stay pending

a stay pending

appeal and, therefore,

was not prevented

from yet again delaying

defendants'

of the judgment.

Plaintiff

the same position

is in exactly

would have been had Travelers
new supersedeas
itemization

bond.

defendants'

specific

damages

source of bonding

alleged misconduct,

as he

Certificate

In any event, in the absence

of plaintiff's

of seeking another

issued an Increase

enforcement

or a

of any

incurred

as a result

and as a result of

his claim for abuse of process

fails.
Turning
interference
"applies
entered

with plaintiff's

to those situations
into or extended

plaintiff
defendants

Thus,

second cause of action,
prospective

a contractual

[citations omitted]"
[1st Dept.

economic

tortious
advantage

where the third party would have

but for the intentional

AD2d 257, 257
Datlow

to plaintiff's

relationship

and wrongful
(WFB Telecom.

with

acts of the
v NYNEX Corp., 188

1992], lv denied 81 NY2d 709

v Paleta Intl. Corp., 199 AD2d 362, 363

[1993] ; cf.

[2d Dept.

" [w]here there has been no breach of an existing

but only interference
plaintiff
defendant

with prospective

must show more

culpable

[emphasis added]"

contract

contract,

rights,

conduct on the part of the

(NBT Bancorp

-8-

1993]).

Inc. v Fleet/Norstar

Fin. Group, Inc., 87 NY2d 614, 621

[1996]; see also Guard-Life

Corp. v S. Parker Hardware

Mfg. Corp., 50 NY2d 183, 193-194

[1980] ) .

is that, as a general

"The implication

defendant's
tort"

conduct must amount to a crime or an independent

(Carvel Corp. v Noonan,

culpable

conduct"

includes

misrepresentation,
some degrees
persuasion

of economic

Plaintiff

merely

notice.

As discussed,

because

defendants

supra, plaintiff

allegations

and
include

at
id. at 191;

refused

to give an

served a restraining
has failed to

for abuse of process.

Nor

give rise to a claim for criminal
conduct"

contemplated

by

which rises to the level of tortious

Consequently,

criminal

directed

that Travelers

allege a cause of action

the Court of Appeals

is neither

prosecutions,

[citation omitted]"

or the type of "more culpable

interference.

fraud or

they do not, however,

it is knowingly

alleges

Certificate

since defendants'

nor independently

recover unless defendant
purpose

pressure;

The "more

50 NY2d at 191) .

Increase

do plaintiff's

[2004]).

"physical violence,

with the contract

see also Guard-Life,

sufficiently

3 NY3d 182, 190

civil suits and criminal

alone although

interference

conduct

rule, the

of inflicting

"engages

intentional

tortious,

in conduct
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plaintiff

cannot

'for the sole

harm on plaintiff[] '" (Carvel

Corp., 3 NY3d at 190, citing NET Eancorp.,
Fin. Group, Inc. 215 AD2d 990, 990

alleged misconduct

Inc. v Fleet/Norstar

[3d Dept. 1995], affd 87 NY2d

614

[1996]).

Thus, the motive

solely malicious,
that issue
Dept.

and a plaintiff

(John R. Loftus,

1989]).

insufficient

Conclusory

Susskind,

allegations

prospective

is construed

favor, the allegations
for tortious

economic

interference

advantage.

150 AD2d at 860, citing

defendants

new, separate

The complaint

that Travelers

merely

fails to demonstrate

is devoid of the specific
bond

[2d Dept.
Terrace

Moreover,

plaintiff

for his allegation

Consequently,

of

his conclusory

to support this cause of action
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"but

(see MJ & K Co., Inc. v

AD2d 488, 490

any factual basis

is insufficient

notice

was seeking a bond on a

[3d Dept. 1988]).

other than suspicion.

that

bond on the

49 AD2d at 629; Brown v Bethlehem

136 AD2d 222, 224

alleges

served a restraining

notice

and Co., Inc., 220

1995]; Susskind,

to state a

would have issued an increase

for" service of the restraining
Bender

In

with plaintiff's

to increase plaintiff's

appeal because

appeal.

liberally

Plaintiff

that plaintiff

assertion

49 AD2d at

for his

are insufficient

on it; notwithstanding

malice,

(see Susskind,

(see John R. Loftus

was unwilling

adjudicated

Assoc.,

factual support are

must offer some factual basis

of malice

cause of action

Matthew

without

[3d

49 AD2d at 915).

plaintiff's

allegation

of proof on

Inc. v White, 150 AD2d 857, 860

Even when the complaint

Travelers

must be

bears the burden

to state a cause of action

915) and a plaintiff
allegations

for the interference

(see MJ

& K, 220 AD2d at 490; Susskind,
claim for punitive
damages

cannot

141 AD2d 487

stand as a separate

[2d Dept.

has been voluntarily
Therefore,

Plaintiff's

damages must also be dismissed

The action against

the complaint

49 AD2d at 629).

claim

as punitive

(see Bishop

v Bostick,

1988]).
individual

defendant

Lawrence

E. Tofel

discontinued.

it is ordered

pursuant

that defendants'

to CPLR Rule 3211

motion

(a) (1) and

to dismiss

(7) is

granted.
SANCTIONS
Defendants
attorney

move for sanctions

for alleged

frivolous

against plaintiff

conduct pursuant

and his

to 22 NYCRR

§130-

l.l.

Conduct

is frivolous

if:

"(1) it is completely without merit in law and cannot
be supported by a reasonable argument for an
extension, modification or reversal of existing
law;
(2) it is undertaken primarily to delay or prolong
resolution of the litigation, or to harass or
maliciously injure another; or
(3) it asserts material factual statements
false.
(22 NCYRR §130-1.1 [c].)

the

that are

11

As noted in this decision,
abuse of process
reasonable
NYCRR

is without

opportunity

§130-1.1[d])

plaintiff's

merit.

cause of action

The plaintiff

has had a

to be heard on this sanctions

and has offered

-11-

no rational

for

motion

explanation

(22
for

the institution

of this meritless

action.

I find, in light of all the circumstances
plaintiff's

litigation

action was undertaken

relative

of defendants'

retaliation

for defendants'

judgment.

to these defendants,

primarily

enforcement

to delay or prolong

judgment

has not engaged

in frivolous

In determining
to 22 NYCRR
defendants

clients

and plaintiff's

enforce

a judgment

within

ten

efforts

appropriate

he

pursuant

the time expended
litigationi

on behalf

retaliatory

response

Therefore,

by

the time

of their current
to lawful efforts
it is ordered

that

shall remit the sum of $5,000.00

costs and reasonable

attorneys'

fees to defendants

(10) days of service of a copy of this decision

order with notice of entry.
therefore

as there is no evidence

of this action.

against him.

David Caplan

representing

counsel

to this frivolous

away from more productive

plaintiff

I find that plaintiff's

I have considered

in responding

that
conduct

the amount of sanctions

§130-1.2,

and in

in frivolous

conduct

was aware of the entire history

the

to enforce

has engaged

§130-1.1.

that this

against plaintiff

lawful efforts

I find that plaintiff

as defined by 22 NYCRR

surrounding

Defendants

in the event of plaintiff's

and

shall have judgment

non-compliance

with this

directive.
The Court read and considered
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the following

documents

upon

to

this application:
PAGES NUMBERED
1.

Notice of Motion
Affidavit-Lopeman
Exhibi ts
Memorandum of Law

2.

Affirmation in Opposition-DeBiase
1-4
Exhib its. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 - 2
Affidavit-Caplan
1-3
Exhibits
A-I
Memorandum of Law
1-10

3.

Reply Affidavit-Lopeman
Exhibi t
The foregoing

constitutes

1-2
1-6
A-S
1-10

1-7
T
the decision

Court.
Dated:

Poughkeepsie, New York
February 22, 2008
ENTER

JAMES D.

TO:

VINCENT L. DeBIASE, ESQ.
CORBALLY, GARTLAND & RAPPLEYEA,
Attorneys for Plaintiff
35 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
MARK A. LOPEMAN, ESQ.
TOFEL & PARTNERS, LLP
Pro Se Law Firm and
Attorneys for Defendant Tofel
800 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

022008 decision&order
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LLP

and order of the

